
Nigeria, and virtually guaranteed the killings would continue. too hasty to punish the government of Sudan, rather than to
acknowledge and build upon the improvement which is takingKofi Annan has not accepted this formulation, and is sending

a team to Sudan to investigate. So far neither the European place now.
Union, nor any single European nation, has echoed Powell’s
formulation. Jan Pronk, the UN special envoy to Sudan, has EIR: Mr. LaRouche has said that the situation in Darfur is

being orchestrated by outside forces for geopolitical reasonsrejected the use of sanctions called for in UN Resolution 1564,
as counterproductive and harmful to the population of Sudan. against the Sudan government. Both of the rebel groups1 are

supported by forces that are opposed to the Sudan govern-Former U.S. Ambassador Richard Holbrooke, who is also
one of Presidential candidate John Kerry’s top foreign policy ment, and are the ones responsible for starting the crisis. How

do you see the Sudan government finding a solution to thisadvisors, while praising Powell’s characterization of the crisis
in Darfur as genocide, has for the moment staked out a more crisis in dealing with these outside forces?

Ahmed: Well, I think it was not a coincidence that, at themoderate position. At a recent forum in Washington, D.C.,
Holbrooke called for the United States to give considerable time when we signed a memorandum on the cessation of

hostilities back in February 2003, these two groups—in thefinancial and logistical support to the African Union’s deploy-
ment into Darfur, ruling out any U.S. military role. He also same month—attacked the major city of El Fasher: they dis-

abled four airplanes on the runway; they destroyed two heli-called for the United States to send a full-time ambassador to
the African Union, and for a higher-level representative to copters; they killed scores of civilians as well as military

people in El Fasher itself; and they went on a rampage. Theyattend the Abuja peace talks. While these contributions are
useful to counteract those advocating a regime change Iraq- killed any police officer they could catch there, and also they

destroyed the police station for the entire region. By that theystyle, unfortunately this thinking is still within the accepted
Washington “rules of the game,” and does not address the created a security vacuum, which is unfortunately filled by

different tribal militias there, and the natural result of that wasfundamental flawed axioms of U.S. policy toward Africa.
this tragic humanitarian situation.

That was not a coincidence, because the agreement which
we signed at that time, with the SPLM/SPLA [southern anti-

Interview: Khidir Ahmed government groups—ed.] in February 2003, was the major
one. It was the memorandum on the cessation of hostilities
which technically stopped the war between the North and the
South. So there was a deliberate effort to open a new front
there [in the Darfur area in western Sudan—ed.]. And it is noSecond Front Opened
secret now, even the United States admitted that the Eritrean
government was involved, and is still involved. The SPLMAgainst Sudan
also, according to Charles R. Snyder, Principal Deputy Assis-
tant Secretary for African Affairs, in his testimony before the

Sudan’s Ambassador to the United States, Khidir H. Ahmed, Senate on June 15. He put it quite clearly that they are totally
convinced that the SPLM/SPLA trained, and provided armswas interviewed by Lawrence Freeman, on Sept. 20.
and munitions to these two rebel groups in order to open a
new front, and also to weaken the position of the governmentEIR: Ambassador Ahmed, there has been a great deal of

focus in the United States on the situation in Darfur, Sudan. at the negotiating table there. And I would assume that some
friends of all these people from outside are also part of that.Recently U.S. Secretary of State Colin Powell declared the

situation over there genocide, and a UN resolution was passed We heard about the whole strategy of making the situation
similar to the civil war in the South by creating a very similarover this weekend—Resolution 1564. I have a series of ques-

tions on this I would like to ask you. front on the western part of the country, in which the El Khufra
region of Libya will serve as does Lokichokio, in Kenya,2 toFirst of all, could you tell us exactly what is happening on

the ground in Darfur at this moment?
Ahmed: What is happening right now in Darfur at this mo-

1. The two anti-government rebel groups are: Justice and Equality Movement
ment—even according to the United States report to the UN (JEM), connected to Hassan al-Turabi (who himself left the government in
Security Council recently—things are improving. Two days 2002; and the Sudan Liberation Movement/Army (SLA), founded by former

state minister Khalil Ibrahim, (who sided with Turabi in 2002). See EIR Aug.ago we had the foreign minister of Spain, who just concluded
6, 2004, “Western Powers Seek Sudan Disintegration,” for a more detaileda visit to Khartoum. He met with the President and other
description of the background of these groups.senior officials there. He concluded that the situation is im-
2. The anti-government rebellion in southern Sudan receives significant sup-proving. Also the state minister of the Foreign Secretary of
port via this airbase. Despite being in a remote, sparsely populated part of

Britain also said three days ago that surely the situation is Kenya, it is reportedly the busiest airport in the country. The airbase is a
improving. So it came as a surprise to everybody that despite ChevronTexaco refueling facility. ChevronTexaco has no oil interests in

neighboring Sudan, and only marketing interests in Kenya.this improvement on the ground, the United States is in fact
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is now happening with the African Union deployment, and
what do you hope will happen over the weeks and
months ahead?
Ahmed: The African Union, as a newly founded entity,
was supposed to be given time in order to resolve this prob-
lem. They know the situation very well, better than anybody
else. But unfortunately, twice their efforts have been jeopard-
ized by the United States. In fact, according to the UN
Charter, whenever you have a conflict being handled by a
regional organization, it should remain there unless the re-
gional organization itself came to the United Nations, and
said: “Well, we couldn’t resolve it.” What happened is that
while the African Union is working hard in order to resolve
this problem, and is sponsoring one or two agreements be-
tween the government and the rebel movements, the United
States took the issue to the United Nations Security Council,
issued resolution 1556, and again, also at a very critical
time, the United States intervened by supporting and helping
the passage of this recent United Nations Security Council
Resolution 1564, which in fact jeopardized the efforts of
the African Union, and took the whole issue from their
hands. What they are saying about supporting the African
Union, to us is just lip service.
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EIR: Sir, could you tell us how many troops are there, spon-
sored by the African Union, and how many troops do you
expect will be there to help in the Darfur crisis?
Ahmed: According to the African summit last June in Addisjust recreate the civil war that the country suffered from in

the South, in the western part of the country, in order to Ababa, they decided to send 150 monitors, and to protect
them with 300 African Union troops. We have now aboutweaken the government, to dismember the country. And so

some forces from outside the country in collaboration with 355 troops from Rwanda and Nigeria. We have around 100
monitors in the region. The government said it would havethe elements which I just mentioned, contributed a great deal

to this situation. no problem to receive more African Union monitors, and
people to protect them there. We are open to that, but from theAgain, we feel that there is a great reluctance here to

condemn openly these two groups, to the degree that when beginning we said this should be the decision of the African
Union, not anybody else. So this is the situation, and ironi-the African Union inivited the government, and these two

groups for negotiations in Addis Ababa, on July 17, these cally, if you look into this recent resolution, it will tell you a
lot about that.two groups walked out from this. Again, at the time when

negotiations in Abuja, which was sponsored by the African The United Nations, in a way, unfortunately contradicted
itself. Before me here is the Resolution 1564, which has justUnion, showed a great deal of progress, the testimony of the

Secretary of State came at that critical time in order to discour- been passed, just two days ago. The first paragraph says the
following: “Declares its grave concern that the governmentage them from continuing negotiations, and technically the

negotiations between the government and these two rebel of Sudan has not fully met its obligations noted in resolution
1556, 2004.” This is what they said here. The other documentgroups collapsed.

So this is exactly the situation. It shows you that outside is the United Nations Secretary General Kofi Annan report to
the Council on September 2nd. This is prepared, of course,elements are working hard, they are in business in order not

to enable the Sudanese people to enjoy the peace they have by Mr. Jan Pronk, UN Special Envoy to Sudan, who is on
the ground there. He said the following to justify how thebeen waiting for for a long time.
government [of Sudan] could not fully act upon its obligation.
He said the following: “First, the acknowledgement that notEIR: Recently, this past week, former Ambassador Richard

Holbrooke said that the main responsibility for the policy all commitments made by the government could be fully im-
plemented within 30 days. Making an area the size of Darfur,of the United States should be to support the African Union,

to supply finances and logistics, for the African Union to in view of the number of armed men there, and violent recent
history, safe and secure for all civilians, takes more than 30deploy troops into the Darfur area. Could you tell us what
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days.” So the United Nations is asking you to do a certain job disarm all non-governmental militias in the region. So we
think this is the best way to do it. Just to concentrate on certainwithin 30 days, and then they say “Okay, we are wrong. You

couldn’t do it in that time.” Despite that, they would punish kinds of missions—Janjawid are outlawed, we said that they
are a bunch of criminals. But you have a larger number ofyou. So I think this is, unfortunately, in my opinion, what

accademicians call a case study of how even international other nomadic tribal militias, who would not accept this, be-
cause they have been attacked by these people in the past, andagencies could be pushed to pass very hasty, very irrational,

very unfair resolutions against small and poor nations. still they are under attack from the two rebel groups there. So,
I think we are really supportive to the African Union design,
in order to designate certain areas for these people to disarmEIR: Are you expecting more troops from the African Union

to be deployed in the area? simultaneously. This is the only way that would bring back
peace and security to the people of Darfur.Ahmed: With respect to sending troops there, again I said

that the government has not any problem with that. It is up to
the African Union to decide the number and mechanism of EIR: What about economic development, sir? Obviously

this is a poor area of Sudan. One of the major concerns hasdeploying these troops in the region. But we believe that the
best thing to do is to leave the protection of the civilians to been the lack of water for both the farmers and the ranchers.

What steps would the Sudanese government like to take tothe government, because having foreign troops who are to-
tally alien to the region, with a conspicuous kind of uniform develop this area economically?

Ahmed: The government committed itself to all kinds ofwould make themselves targets of the different outlaw mili-
tias in the region, and the region itself might attract some solutions to this problem. You know Sudan itself is potentially

a very rich country. But right now it is still designated byextremists, some terrorists into the region in order to wage a
war against what they might call foreign invasions. the United Nations as among the least-developed countries,

which includes about 48 sub-Saharan African countries. SoSo for these reasons we think that the international com-
munity should give ample time for that. Domestic elections to talk about marginalization, or to use it as a pretext to wage

war against the government, is unrealistic because you havein the United States should not in any way result in more
suffering of the Sudanese people, who have nothing to do the entire country, even in Khartoum itself, if you go just ten

miles out of Khartoum, you will find people who have no realwith this election.
facilities of water, electricity, or anything. So you cannot
pinpoint certain areas in Sudan, and say they are developed,EIR: If you could tell us as clearly as possible, what is the

solution, what is the government of Sudan proposing as a and other areas are undeveloped. All the country is a very
poor country. So the international community should be verysolution to resolve this crisis? There obviously is great hu-

manitarian suffering going on, and obviously there is a great careful about that. You should not condone armed struggle as
a means to address grievances. If you do that, you are goingdeal of military fighting going on between the Janjawid and

the rebel groups; how do you see this crisis being resolved? to enflame the entire African continent, because you have a
very similar situation in every single country in Africa.What steps need to be taken?

Ahmed: The African Union suggested a certain kind of solu- Ironically, despite all this outcry about the humanitarian
situation, you have resolution after resolution being adopted,tion to this, which is in fact accepted by the government:

designate certain areas for the rebels to be amassed in, and and the contribution of the international community to the
needs of the people there is still less than 50%, which is a verythe government is ready even to allow the African Union to

send troops in order to protect them in those designated areas. strange situation, in terms of the real needs of the people in
Darfur. So if these people are serious about the situation, theyThis will enable the government to roam the entire region,

disarming anybody else. And here, you could set a time for would not have been very hasty in penalizing the government;
the priority should have been to serve, and secure, and feedthat. But allowing these people to function, roaming the entire

region, it will be very difficult to distinguish who is who; if these people, and to protect them from epidemics in that part
of the region. So the first step, after disarming all these mili-the concentration unfortunately of the government is to dis-

arm only the Janjawid or the Arab tribal militias, it is unrealis- tias, should be some kind of international donation forum for
helping the government to end . . . and frankly, according totic. Since you have other tribal militias, to ask the government

just to disarm only certain tribal groups, because they statistics, this is the only government that has really developed
this region of Darfur. You would be surprised to know that inwouldn’t disarm themselves, [the other groups would say] the

government is not available here, it could not protect us; we 1989 this area had about six or seven high schools; today they
have 250. They have three universities in the region, threeare not going to disarm ourselves, unless you disarm the oth-

ers, which is very natural. And the African Union is for this; international airports, many dams have been established in
that part of the country. So I think there is a lot for the interna-but the two rebel groups are not receptive to that, so I think,

in order to bring back security and safety to the region, and to tional community to do, in terms of helping development of
this region the way you just mentioned.allow people to go back to their villages, the solution is to
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